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RESEARCH SHOW THAT RISING SEA LEVELS AND INCREASED RAINFALL ARE EX-
PECTED TO RESULT IN MORE FLOODS IN THE FUTURE. DURING THE FALL OF 2014, 
MALMÖ AND SOUTHERN PARTS OF SWEDEN WAS HIT WITH SEVERAL STORMS 
FOLLOWED BY FLOODINGS -SOMETHING THAT WAS TO HAVE A GREAT IMPACT 
ON OUR SOCIETY, BOTH EMOTIONALLY AND PHYSICALLY.

Flooding of land and rivers has always been a nat-
ural part of the water cycle on earth. Through time 
humans have lived close to water and been forced 
to adapt to its movements. Today we are no longer 
adapting our urban lives to the cycle of the water but 
considering the climate changes we can no longer 
rely on past living conditions. 

Urban flooding is often caused by heavy rains and  
drainage problems, things that house owners them-
selves can´t prevent. In this project we have focused 
on the needs of house owners that live in risk areas 
of flooding. The space we chose to work with was 
the cellar/basement since it’s the most vulnerable 
place to floodings. How can the houseowner protect 
belongings of emotional value from being destroyed 
in the next flood? 

Watertight solutions on the market are often sealed 
and contain silicone/rubber/plastics that tend to get 
brittle and crack with time. This means that the “wa-
tertight” box may have lost its function without the 
user noticing it. 

We wanted to experiment with the idea of   a water-
proof storage unit that does not contain plastics, 
rubber or silicone - materials with a short lifespan. 
Inspired by the old invention the diving bell we cre-
ated a storage unit that does not rely on a tradition-
al silicone frame to shut the water out. Instead an 
airpocket is formed whose volume blocks the water 
from entering. In the air-pocket we use the proper-
ties of the water and air to create a product that will 
hold through times, no technology involved. The re-

sult is a shelving system including five storage units 
in aluminum that together form a waterproof product. 

Replacing destroyed items from floodings is a big 
cost for the insurance companies and the society as 
a whole. The huge amount of waste created is also 
a large environmental problem. This product protect 
belongings in a flood and prevents them from being 
destroyed. It also provides the user with a sense of 
security and works as an insurance for those be-
longings that can never be replaced.
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